
Imagine Your Story 

My Family/Myself:  It’s Never Too Soon to Start Writing  

 

Once you’ve done some genealogical research on an ancestor, you may start “feeling” 

them. How can they speak to our current lives?  Their story will take time to develop, so 

consider writing a quick sketch to start. The lifestory you create for them increases their 

chance of being remembered. 

Research the facts, yes most definitely!  Put those facts in order, too.  But also examine 
family tales or rumors.  Each and every ancestor was much more than a dash between a 

birth date and a death date.   

Google documents (FREE and part of https://www.google.com/ ) is a safe, easy place to 

try your hand at writing. It’s available wherever there’s Internet.  You can easily revise 

your pages as you understand more.  No need to rush, let it resonate---for years, if you 

like, since you will always know where to find it.  

Still love the feel of a pen or pencil? Then do it that way! Or jot down your thoughts in a 

cute little notebook when you’re not near a computer. Or copy out the final draft with 

your most perfect pen. Your handwriting alone will be a treasure for someone to 

discover in the future.   

Above all, make your writing sessions enjoyable. 

Your story can be formal/factual or lyrical/personal. It may take some time to find your 

voice. How about a poem?  Or even a haiku?  Perhaps you were witness to one burning 

incident that you can enhance with factual research.  You might combine things into one 

essay, poem or chapter at a later time. Decisions, decisions! 

Below are some supports for your storytelling.  Why not get started now? 

 

Ten Steps to Writing and Publishing Your Family History 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUpoVyZZrXs 

 

Genealogy – Writing Personal History 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bocz3gw-Udk 
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How to Write About the Sensitive Stories in Your Genealogy Research 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MNwjM_iFHs 

 

How to Write a Haiku! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lv6f5d8-vsc 

 

How to Write a Haiku Poem 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQQmv38Xgt0 

 

What Makes a Poem…A Poem 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwhouCNq-Fc 

 

Writing Family History:  How to Improve Your Book with the Five Stages 
Editing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40X4j6dKIJM&list=PLcVx-

GSCjcdnkssUdPlTPYp31EkPLmCTs&index=9 

 

Publishing Your Genealogy:  From Traditional to Self-Publishing Options 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jURtU6mhp0&list=PLcVx-

GSCjcdnkssUdPlTPYp31EkPLmCTs 
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